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Martyrs Make the History

Afghan nation made great sacrifices in safeguarding their freedom, dignity and territorial integrity throughout the history. Afghan blood was spilled to protect their honor. They embraced martyrdom with strong bravery and devoted their lives to their religious values, cultural norms and official code. People resisted against colonial powers and any elements that would pose threat to their sacred values.

The true spirit of jihad is to uphold humanity and say “no” to atrocities and barbaric practices. Martyrdom is a personification of the sublime heavenly practice. Quran and Hadith provide the ground around the globe carried out to cherish human rights and dignity.

Based on this concept regarding violence and radicalism, military and political actions may lead to the eradication of this issue. However, inter-religious solutions are believed to be dynamic and everlasting that will save this fleeting situation. The eradication of this shocking challenge will be in moderate interpretation of religious values based on the foundation of supporting the life of mankind and upholding the fundamental rights of human society. It is most likely that it inter-religious solutions are not pursued for eliminating regional and global event, and military and political solutions may be fruitless but the same effects will expand.

The eradication of this challenging situation will lead to the realization of religious values besides the foundation of justice and peace, but the world will not ignore the violation of any state. Nonetheless, sometimes it is the only panacea for challenges imposed on a nation. Therefore, Afghans put out jihad throughout the history to save their territorial integrity and dignity to be subdued by violent forces or despotic regimes. The altruistic acts of martyrs are recorded in the history of the moral tone of American exceptionism. Similarly, a Robert Lansing set the framework for the Cold War. But a Henry Wal...